Circle the word that has the same meaning.

1. on or into a ship, plane, bus, or plane
   
   off  aboard  arrive  return

2. a letter or symbol used in an alphabet or in mathematics, such as ‘b’ or ‘4’
   
   square  pen  character  paper

3. everything that has happened in the past to people or things
   
   history  future  present  now

4. one of the four parts of the year; spring, summer, fall, and winter
   
   adapt  use  tomorrow  season

5. an underground or underwater passage used by cars, trains, or other vehicles
   
   dig  tunnel  road  sound

6. feeling pleased, satisfied, and worthy because of something one has done
   
   sad  sorry  modest  proud
Circle the word that has the same meaning.

1. on or into a ship, plane, bus, or plane
   - off
   - aboard
   - arrive
   - return

2. a letter or symbol used in an alphabet or in mathematics, such as ‘b’ or ‘4’
   - square
   - pen
   - character
   - paper

3. everything that has happened in the past to people or things
   - history
   - future
   - present
   - now

4. one of the four parts of the year; spring, summer, fall, and winter
   - adapt
   - use
   - tomorrow
   - season

5. an underground or underwater passage used by cars, trains, or other vehicles
   - dig
   - tunnel
   - road
   - sound

6. feeling pleased, satisfied, and worthy because of something one has done
   - sad
   - sorry
   - modest
   - proud